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Biomedical sciences use scanning tools such as PET, 

CT, and MRIs as well as chemical analyses to gen-

erate images of dementia. Brains shrinking; plaques form-

ing atop neurons; and protein strands getting tangled up 

within neurons. These images show what dementia looks 

like as a disease—the loss of or interference with normal 

brain functions. They do not show what dementia looks 

like as an illness—the loss of or interference with indepen-

dent daily living. The arts generate the images of problems 

remembering, difficulty accomplishing ordinary tasks, and 

the people, places, and time getting tangled up inside the 

mind. That is exactly what Florian Zeller accomplishes in 

his film, The Father. The images he creates tangle up view-

ers so they can sense what dementia is like for its sufferers.   

A fatigued, beleaguered, and apprehensive daughter, 

Anne (Olivia Coleman), on her way to visit her father, 

Anthony (Anthony Hopkins), is the first scene—the first 

image—in the film. The visit strengthens Anne’s convic-

tion that her father can no longer live on his own, even 

with caregivers. 

The images soon confuse the viewers. A different per-

son appears as Anne at times, and different people appear 

as her love interest or husband or divorced-husband or 

husband-she’s-never-had. Who are these people? Anthony 

wonders, and so do we. 

On other occasions, Anthony isn’t sure if he is in his 

apartment, Anne’s apartment, or a nursing home. They 

look alike. As viewers, we also lose our bearings. 

A few scenes recur with slight differences, confound-

ing Anthony and sending him on desperate searches for 

his watch. He can’t make sense of the jumbled sequence 

of events. 

Zeller, seemingly taking pity on the viewers when they 

become tangled up in people, places, and time, sprinkles 

hints of an underlying and more coherent story trajectory, 

but the hints are few and subtle. At the end of the film, 

viewers wonder where they have been just as Anthony does. 

A complete set of images for any illness extends beyond 

the affected person to others including family, friends, 

and caregivers. Zeller does not spare the audience from 

feeling what these roles are like. From the juxtaposition 

of images, viewers feel 

the accumulating pain 

of Anne’s eroding rela-

tionship with her father, 

the diminishing chance 

for her Paris relocation; 

and the frequent men-

tions Anthony makes of 

her dead sister. Viewers 

sense her frustration and 

anger at her father’s be-

havior, and then her re-

gret. They cringe at the 

images showing Anne’s 

love interest or husband 

threatening and abusing Anthony. 

Zeller has become a specialist in generating dramatic 

representations of dementia. This film is his third major 

artistic effort on the subject and was adapted from the play 

staged in Paris, London, New York, and other cities to great 

acclaim. In between the play and film versions of The Father, 

Zeller’s play, Height of the Storm, was produced in London 

and New York. It features a father struggling with his wife’s 

death—if she did die—while also in the throes of dementia. 

Again, the audience struggles with the protagonist. 

Empathy and artistry are the tools Zeller uses in The 

Father. In an interview with Forbes Magazine March 30, 

2021, he recalls being 15-years-old and witnessing demen-

tia overtake the grandmother who raised him. By involving 

the audience as he does, Zeller said, he “was trying to use 

that experience to share those emotions.” He also refer-

ences his artistic inclination of using a movie set to create 

“a labyrinth, and to play with that feeling of disorientation 

with the audience.” 1 

Through the images Zeller produces and edits together 

in The Father, viewers get a sense of what dementia feels 

like, and how dementia affects lives. These images add 

to those that biomedical science produce, showing how 

dementia affects the brain. The film contributes to a fuller 

picture of dementia by connecting images of tangled neu-

rons with images of tangled lives. 
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